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Debashish
Chaudhuri´s
musical
expression
comes from a life of musical discovery that is unique. His journey from beginnings
in India to a complete immersion in European culture has resulted in a conductor
with a very original blend, depth and temperament with an enormous scale
of repertoire that makes his presence on the podium distinctive. Besides the regular
repertoire he passionatelyexplores music that is either inspired by India and Asia
or written by Asian composers. This has enabled him to premiere a number
of original programs and recordings to critical acclaim including with the BBC
National Orchestra of Wales.

Born in Calcutta India, Debashish Chaudhuri was the first Indian to study at the
Prague Conservatory. From then Chaudhuri enjoys a close relationship with the
family of Antonin Dvorak. He won the scholarship at the Chigiana Academy of
Music in Siena, Italy in 2003 and 2004, studying directly under Gianluigi Gelmetti
whose mentors included Sergiu Celibidache, Franco Ferrara and Hans Swarovsky.
Chaudhuri is the only Indian to have studied at the academy since
Zubin Mehta. He was awarded 1st prize in the Conducting Competition
of Lausanne in 2004. The following year, he was the first Indian ever to
be among the finalists in the prestigious Conducting Competition
of Besancon, France, remaining professionally active in the
Central Europe ever since.

Chaudhuri serves on the governing body of the Antonin Dvorak
Music Festival, is a Petrof Family Artist and main artistic advisor
of The International Festival of Young Concert Artists Talentinum.
In 2016 and 2018 Chaudhuri took the Martinu Czech Philharmonic
on tours of India, the only Indian conductor to have achieved
this rare distinction since Mehta. It was also the first
Czech orchestra in India after 57 years!

. . . has an amazing
ability to extract
a robust sound . . .
Chronicle Mumbai

...

Energetic conductor

of Indian origin Debashish Chaudhuri

provided unusual energy to the whole rendering full
of enthusiasm for details and the fullness of sound of the whole orchestra.
The final massive applause of the audience showed a great
appreciation for the quality of interpretation for the well
prepared orchestra, as well as tribute to the author himself . . .

. . . a very temperamental passionate
conductor working with tremendous energy
and precise conducting . . .

music critic Art Zone, Czech television

from review of Tribute concert for L. v. Beethoven´s 190th death anniversary

. . . working with Maestro Chaudhuri was a pure pleasure!
it is rare that one encounters a musician who combines the dedication,
precision and passion so effortlessly and generously on all the different
kinds of music he approaches. Working with a conductor who enjoys
all of that is a dream for every soloist . . .
Kinan Azmeh

Authentic
Experiences
for your audiences

With Exotic

Highlights from our current offers

VIDEO

With Kinan Azmeh, Syrian Clarinet player, Juilliard
graduate and recipient of the Nicolay Rubinstein International
Youth competition in Moscow, the first Arab ever to do so.
Part of Yo Yo Ma‘s Silk Route Ensemble, recently awarded the
Opus Klassik award. Kinan and Chaudhuri‘s performance of
The Suite of Improvisor and Orchestra was extremely well
received in Prague‘s Multi Cultural Music Festival and they are
scheduled to perform in Slovakia and Dubai as well.

VIDEO
With Sasha Rozhdestvensky, son of the legendary
conductor Gennady Rozhdestvensky, described by Yehudi
Menuhin as ‚‘...One of the most talented and refined violinists
of his generation...‘‘. Since his début at Carnegie Hall, New
York in 1992, Rozhdestvensky has performed regularly
as a soloist with the leading orchestras of the world. Sasha
and Chaudhuri recently recorded a unique CD with BBC
National Orchestra of Wales showcasing rare Symphonic
works connecting Classical Indian Music and European
Classical Orchestral traditions.

VIDEO
With Ester Pavlů, Czech mezzo-soprano discovered
by Jose Cura and laureate of several international singing
competitions. She received the Beno Blachut Award followed
by an invitation to the Gstaad International Music Festival in
Switzerland. She premiered Bohuslav Martinů‘s What Men
Live By conducted by Jiří Bělohlávek and was awarded the
Czech Musical Award – Anděl. Chaudhuri and Ester have
performed on several occasions together. They are also
scheduled to create a new CD containing rare works based
on poems from Rabindranath Tagore‘s Gitanjali.

VIDEO

Indian Instruments
like Sitar and Tabla

John Mayer: Shivanataraj and Concerto
For The Instruments Of The Orchestra
Jonathan Mayer: Concerto for Sitar and Orchestra No.1 and No.2
Jonathan Mayer: Pranam for Sitar, Tabla & Orchestra,
Paraphrase on Hiawatha‘s theme.
With Tomáš

Reindl,
Czech Indian percussion specialist

His Symphonic Yoga combines the intricacy of Classical Indian
Rhythmic elements, a symphony orchestra and Indian
classical dance with live yoga.

VIDEO

With Sabine Mayer‘s protégé,

clarinet player Anna Paulová,
several musically thrilling and critically acclaimed concerts.
With Dana Šťastná, mezzo-soprano, an unusual
combination of works with two virtuosi on table dulcimers
with orchestra.

VIDEO

With Dominika Weiss Hošková, award winning
internationally acclaimed Czech cellist, whose grandmother
is a survivor of Auschwitz-Birkenau, showcasing Jewish works
for cello and orchestra.
With Bohemia Voice, the acclaimed vocal quartet,
Chaudhuri offers specially created symphonic programmes
such as A Tribute to Barbra Streisand and Ella Fitzgerald,
Leonard Bernstein‘s Broadway Melodies and In the Name
of Love that has works ranging from Puccini to Morricone.

VIDEO 1 VIDEO 2

If any of the above concepts interest you,
please do not hesitate
to contact us for more details.

The Immersive Experience
An innovative new way to experience classical symphonic music . . .
No barriers between the listener and the performer . . .
The audience sits inside the orchestra! Everything is seen from ‘‘other side‘‘
and experienced from within! The lister becomes the music itself!
A great way for interaction between the performer and listener.
Superb platform for playing modern music as its experienced in a totally new and different way.
Opportunity to use many more non traditional venues.
Unlimited repertoire potential.
Appeals to each and every age group, children and adults alike.
A new opportunity for audience participation and interaction.
Can be formal or even totally informal.
www.debashishchaudhuri.com/video/#foobox-1/1/iEcvniwaUi4

VIDEO
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CONTACT
ARTIST MANAGEMENT
Lenka Dobiáš Černá, M.A.

+420 602 190 960
musicmanagement@explzen.cz

www.debashishchaudhuri.com
www.facebook.com/debashish.chaudhuri.5

